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Disclaimer: The contents of these whitepapers are constantly evolving, consult the
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Introduction
Frog Nation DAO is an independent community founded by Walt_Crypto.
#FrogNation has as its primary objective the improvement of the economic status
of its participants, through the joining of forces and the support in the
implementation of protocols whose benefit is returned to the community that made
it a success.
Therefore, it is useful to know immediately that none of the projects listed here are
supported by Daniele, neither economically nor strategically.
The development of each project and its success and failure depends solely on
teamwork.
We believe that the support of the best players in the DeFi world will come along
the way as the fruits of our efforts are ripe.
In fact, the beauty of DeFi is the possibility of playing with finance as a lego,
without the approval of intermediaries. Adding value to existing ecosystems will
result in mutual support.
The road that separates us from the realization of our projects is long, but we all
know that 2022 is the year of the Frogs.
Wag Me To The Sun
Together We Are One
Walt_Crypto
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Who We Are
The community is made up of a diverse multitude of people, with different jobs
and social makeup from all corners of the earth.
The team, on the other hand, is made up of crypto og and dev with expert
programming of smart contracts and traditional finance. Around the team revolve a
number of consultants and experts in various fields, such as management of
organizations, content creators, policy advisors, marketing experts, talented artists,
moderators, etc.
Several members of the team are waiting to start their participation as the projects
are built and launched publicly.
We interviewed our community and made this video to commemorate the birth of
our DAO and continually remind ourselves our Mission and Vision, enjoy:

Click here to watch the video
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Community
Our community is called Frog Nation DAO. This is the umbrella under which ideas
are born and where our products are developed. It is the pond where the frogs live,
where the ecosystem grows and evolves day by day.
Frog Nation DAO has its own governance token $FRG, with its utility that we will
see later.
The team and devs were hired directly on Discord. Usually, they start with a
project or a part of the project as a trial, with a reward appropriate to the quality of
the work, if synergy is created between the group and the new members accept the
offer, they become part of the official team, both full time or part-time.
At the moment the team consists of:
Devs:
● Plink: Lead Dev and CTO
● 0xCarpeDiem: Solidity
● 0xRektona: Solidity
● Agonist: Solidity and Front-End
● Niskal: Front-End
Community Managers:
● Koji: discord and Team Manager
● Pitimini: Discord manager and curator of documentation
● Akara0x: Mod and Poly Team
● Morello: Mod and Poly Team
● Gorgory: Mod and Poly Team
●
Contributors e mods and trial devs are visible inside Discord.
Useful links
● Discord
● Twitter
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Projects
There are currently 5 confirmed projects: 2 launched, 2 in progress with launch
expected at the end of February 2022, 1 pending.
Before discussing them one by one, let's review the story behind each project.
When Frog Nation DAO was founded, in October 2021, the first need was to raise
funds for its activities. Naturally, like all companies, liquidity to finance developers
and expenses is the beating heart.
For this, an auction was set up for the sale of NFTs to raise funds and build an
innovative DeFi Protocol, relating to the liquidity provided by users to the
protocols. The NFTs would be made by +20 artists who will receive commissions
on sales.
You can find all the information about this auction in the Roadmaps on the website
https://frognationdao.com/
Despite being the first project, it will be the last to be launched, for one simple
reason: there is no money to finance the project and it is not possible to "buy"
successful developers who believe in the community.
So Walt took a step back and his first goal was to create the community and raise
enough money to launch the NFTs Auction. Here's how it went:
1) Walt took $ 10,000 out of his own pocket to pay
● 2 artists to create a collection of PFPS "69420 Frogs NFTs”
● an external dev for the creation of the mint smart contract
● Discord community contributors and moderators
Meanwhile, the community grew and 2 devs joined the core team with no financial
demands.
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2) When all was ready, during the launch there was a hitch, the smart contract
contained a loop that increased the gas limits and made mint impossible.
3) Fortunately the “Frogs Devs” immediately demonstrated their passion and their
attachment to the success of the community and worked day and night to solve the
problem and rewrite the smart contract.
4) The second launch was a success and these are the numbers right now:
● Almost 10,000 NFTs minted
● Over 5M sSpell collected ($50,000) as a team allocation (you can track the
wallet at the following address
https://ftmscan.com/address/0x301ace2e140fad2333d58ee87be8a61244577c
f4#tokentxns)
● Over 20M sSpell collected collected ($170,000) as Community Treasury,
which will be distributed in December 2022 (you can track the wallet at the
following address
https://ftmscan.com/address/0x77c9e5c42780fbde5e8396e7b2819af14e80e6
74#tokentxns)
As you can see, $10,000 plus teamwork and community support has been converted
to $50,000, which can fund subsequent projects for at least 6 months.
This first project is just for fun and gives community members a profile picture
they can use on twitter to identify themselves, without forgetting that each NFTs is
precious and brings with it different utilities. But more importantly to bring the
community together and hire developers and skilled personnel who identify with
our values and vision for the future.
Unfortunately, the NFTs Bootstrap Auction is postponed for 2 months, at least,
Until we launch projects number 2, 3, and 4. We thank the artists for their patience.
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Frog Nation Token

$WagMe is the name of our governance token and will be rebranded to $Frg:
Website: frognationdao.money
Name: Frog Nation DAO
Ticker: $FRG
Address: 0x507633A6076DC92B2587acEE01349c21e5F3B985
The contract was rewritten to improve its utility and we took the opportunity to
give it a name that precisely identifies our community. All decisions related to the
DAO will be voted through $FRG, the Snapshot account of the DAO is as follows:
https://snapshot.org/#/frognationdao.eth
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Fair token distribution

● Airdrops to 69420 Frogs NFTs Minters: 2,409,568,200 $FRG
○ 5,785 $FRG per wallet each month for 12 months
○ The leftover tokens relating to NFTs not yet minted will be burned,
simultaneously with the release of the airdrops.
○ Users who mint after the first airdrop will only receive 11/12 airdrops,
and so on.
● Staking and Yield Farming: 258,8431,800
○ Staking
■ $1,000,000 FRG per week are reserved for $ FRG staking for
the month of February (338% APR)
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■ For the following months staking rewards are discussed with
the Policy team every month
○ Yield Farming
■ No yield farming is planned at the moment, still under
discussion with the treasury management team and the Policy
team.
● Team Allocation: 500,000,000
○
○
○
○
○

Team salaries and expenses
Liquidity Pool
Partnerships
Exchange Listings
Wallet held by ⅗ multisg

● Burn Over 1 Year: 1,402,000,420
○ Burn 116M $WagMe every month for the first year, as discussed and
voted on in the following proposal:
https://snapshot.org/#/frognationdao.eth/proposal/0x60644f49d6a272a
3a11d76f75e93711da31b835a833c3676984ee50c0247a451
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What are the utilities of this token?

Staking: the staking contract reward is in
$Frg, You deposit $Frg and you get $sFrg,
then you can unstake and claim more $Frg.
Both from the allocation for farming and by
purchasing $Frg in the open market,
through the earnings generated with other
products of the ecosystem.
When the user stake $Frg then smart
contract mint $sFrg, every 7 to 10 days the
Team sends an additional $Frg to the
contract to create yield for the stakers.
The ratio between $Frg and $sFrg is 1:1 initially, but increases as $Frg are
purchased and deposited in the staking contract.
Frg unstaked = (sFrg Staked * Ratio)

Burns: as per proposal and vote in the following snapshot, 116 million $Frg will be
burned per month for 12 months, starting January 30, 2022.
Where the additional $Frg come from:
●
●
●
●

Yield farming allocation, spread over 4 years
Burning tax of the FUSD stablecoin
Lottery Project (soon tm)
Other: 5% from Vader Protocol NFTs sales partnership, boosted farming, etc

To learn more about the utility of $Frg, read the related article on Medium at the
following link: What’s The Utility of $FRG Token?
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69420 Frogs NFTs

Website: https://69420frogs.com
Name: 69420 Frogs
Ticker: $FROGS
Address: 0x2d21b401e0ab6347165113dcf29997630163e59d
The official Frog Nation DAO PFPS collection, or whatever we like to call them:
NFTs with real utility!
This is project number 1 that kicked off all subsequent projects. From a strategic
point of view, as anticipated, this project served to bootstrap the funds for the
expenses of all subsequent projects and for the salary of the whole team, from devs
to contributors.
Publicly “the goal of this collection of NFTs is to have fun, pump the price of
$Spell AND offer the Frog Nation community the possibility to claim FTM
royalties from the 1st and 2nd markets, plus 3 other incentives.”
For more info visit: https://www.69420frogs.com
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What not everyone knows is that NFTs are KEYs for the Kingdom, what does it
mean? Walt believes no DAO is truly a Decentralized Autonomous Organization if
every single user doesn't have access to treasury management!
To date, the treasury of the best DAOs is managed by mutisign, while users can
make proposals and vote via a governance token. This is an important step for
DeFi, but it is not the ultimate goal.

How do we intend to use NFTs?
● You have to stake your NFTs to receive the multisign role and be able to sign
transactions.
● It is possible to delegate your vote to other signers.
● Outgoing transactions from the DAO treasury will be confirmed if a
threshold of signatories has been reached.
● Whoever does not sign with his staked NFT 3 consecutive times, then his
NFT is unstaked and he loses the right to sign subsequent transactions, until
new stake.
● The signer threshold is dynamic and varies based on the number of staking
NFTs.

There is an ongoing discussion within the
community on Discord. If you want to actively
participate in the discussion, you are welcome.

There is currently no date for the implementation
of this protocol, but we can't wait to start and
develop and test it, to improve its usefulness for
us and for all present and future DAOs.
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The Pond DAO

Website: https://thepond.finance
Name: The Pond DAO
Ticker: $POND
Address:
This is project number 2 and the launch is scheduled for the end of February 2022,
to not miss this public launch add https://thepondao.finance to your bookmark.

Introduction:
“Olympus DAO can be understood… as a continuous treasury bootstrap (bonding)
accompanied by a continuous treasury distribution mechanism (rebases).” - source
Reserve Currency and Game Theory are narrative speculation.
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source
What is a Currency?
● System of money in general use in a particular country.
● System of tokens in general use in a particular blockchain or protocol.
What is a Reserve Currency?
A reserve currency is a large quantity of currency held in “reserve” by monetary
authorities like central banks.
Currencies are often held in reserve in preparation for investments and
transactions, among other things. Our vast global trade system, which is
approaching $20 trillion in value, means plenty of currencies are always needed in
reserve. In fact, an estimated $5 trillion in currency swaps hands every single day.
Here are some reasons that currency reserves are held:
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● Exchange rate stability for the domestic currency
● To ensures liquidity in times of crisis
● To diversify central bank portfolios, which can reduce risk and improve
credit ratings

Frog Reserve Currency
We need a reserve currency and this is $FUSD, the Frog Dollar.
With The Pond DAO the fun begins and we officially enter the world of DeFi
protocols.
thepond.finance is a decentralized treasury bootstrap protocol based on the $Pond
token and deployed on the Fantom chain. Each $Pond token is backed by a basket
of these assets in treasury:

Single Tokens
●
●
●
●

FUSD
UST
FRAX
MIM

LP Tokens
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

FUSD-POND (bootstrap native bond rebase token liquidity)
FUSD-Ftm
FUSD-Spirit
FUSD-sSpell
FUSD-nice
FUSD-gOhm
FUSD-Fhm
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●
●
●
●

FUSD-sExod
FUSD-sHec
FUSD-linSpirit
FUSD-xLqdr

Note: the pairs in orange are to be confirmed together with the community

What distinguishes this fork from the others?
Our mission is to infiltrate the most promising and profitable projects in DeFi,
relay the value accrual back to sPOND holders, if we succeed then this DAO could
be one of the most powerful forces we have seen yet, giving $Pond an intrinsic
value that it cannot fall below the average price of bonds in treasury.
Simultaneously receiving continuous rebases.
Each month the community votes which tokens to whitelist, in order to have a
protocol full of innovations and legit products.
Our ultimate goal is to see all DeFi protocols have a GDP (Gross DeFi Product)
made up mostly of $FUSD, just like traditional corporate GDP (Gross Domestic
Product) is mostly made up of $USD.

Will you have an amazing APY?
If for amazin you mean these charts:
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then the answer is no, thanks.
We are hungry for yield and passive income, it is in our interest to attract long-term
investors and not short-term speculators. All treasury management strategies will
be managed by the Frog Nation DAO Policy team, important decisions will be
proposed and voted on by the community.
We are in no hurry to succeed.
Furthermore, at least once a month we will decide on some Projects and DAOs
with which to tie a partnership relationship and acquire a slice of their treasury.

First Partnership
An outstanding example we can show you is this OTC deal with the Millennium
Club DAO community, which took place even before launch, at an agreed price
greater than the price of the two Whitelists reserved for the Frog Nation DAO
community. Usually such an agreement provides for a significant discount, which
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will then be returned with a well dump. But we are not VCs, so the price is double
the WHITELIST 1 and vested for 6 months!
Congratulations to the Millenium Club DAO community, you are $POND bag
holders now!
The agreement was voted on by the frogs as it should be - Snapshot proposal. This
deal is passive income that goes directly to the communities, minus the percentage
to the team.

For more information on treasury management and active and ongoing strategies,
visit our weekly policy report at thepond.finance
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First Investment
First investment will be towards our own products starting with veNFT.
The Pond will use part of the owned liquidity to help veNFT start the engine, in
exchange The Pond will receive ROI over time, which will go to the treasury.
More on that later.

There are 3 types of Tokens
● POND
○ Native naked token
● sPOND
○ Staked token for the rebase
○ Number go up on the screen
○ Address: soon tm
● wPOND
○ Is wrapped sPOND, which allows you to use sPOND on different
blockchains.
○ Earn rebase inside the “wrap”
○ Number fix on the screen
○ Can be listed on exchange
○ Adress: soon tm

You still collect rebase rewards just as if you had sPOND, but you won't see
your token balance increase because the increase in value is based on the
Current Index at the time of purchase and sale.
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For more information about The Pond DAO visite:
●
●
●
●
●

GitHub
GitBook
Discord
Twitter
Youtube
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The Launch of The Pond DAO

The launch will be carried out in 4 consecutive phases:
1.
2.
3.
4.

First Whitelist
Second Whitelist
Public Launch with incentives
Full Public Launch
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1) FIRST WHITELIST (3 DAYS) - MARCH 1 2022
This is the chance everyone has been waiting for, Bond with a whitelist. That's
what users get, but on one condition.
Bond is done with Frog Stablecoin $FUSD at this early stage, to bootstrap
liquidity for the LP Pools.
Mint of $FUSD is live, start minting Frog Stablecoin now at frognationdao.money
Only people who have minted at least 1 NFT before December 31, 2021 can Bond,
and precisely the minters up to the NFT with ID 5008.
Tokenomics of the Bonds for the first 3 days
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Bond price: 1 $Pond = 1$
Every user can Bond up to 1000 FUSD without staking nfts
Staking 1 nft = 1000 $FUSD more Bond limit
NFT in staking must be locked for 10 days
Max 10 nfts can be staked per wallet
If the user stakes 10 NFT he can Bonds 10x amount, up to $11000.
Maximum total amount for Bond for the first 3 day is 10,000,000 $FUSD

Conditions of the Bonds for the first 3 days
● Vesting 1 day where you can claim and autostaking.
● 1 week lock up on unstaking.
● Claim Tax 1% and Unstake Tax 1% and transfer tax 5%
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2) SECOND WHITELIST (2 DAYS) - MARCH 4 2022
Bond is done with $FUSD and $FUSD-$POND LP at this early stage, to bootstrap
liquidity for the LP Pools.
Only people who have minted at least 1 NFT from NFT ID 5009 to up to the NFT
with ID 10000 can Bond
Tokenomics of the Bonds for these 2 days
● Bond price: 1 $Pond = 1,5$
● Every user can Bond up to $1000 worth of FUSD or FUSD-POND LP,
without staking nfts
● Staking 1 nft = $1000 FUSD more Bond limit
● NFT in staking must be locked for 10 days
● Max 10 nfts staked per wallet
● If the user stakes 10 NFT he can Bonds 10x amount, up to $11000
● Maximum total amount for Bond for these 2 days is 10,000,000 $FUSD

Conditions of the Bonds for these 2 days
● Vesting 1 day where you can claim and autostaking.
● 1 week lock up on unstaking.
● Claim Tax 1% and Unstake Tax 1% and transfer tax 5%
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3) PUBLIC PHASE - MARCH 6 2022
At this stage, the Bonds are open to the public, using all permitted assets, tokens
and LPs. The only restriction is:
Maximum total amount for Bond for next 7 day is 100,000,000$ worth of assets, we
will announce limits for each asset and LP.
If we don't reach them we move on to the next step.
Conditions of the Bonds for these 7 days
● Vesting 1 day where you can claim and autostaking.
● 1 week lock up on unstaking.
● Claim Tax 1% and Unstake Tax 1% and transfer tax 5%

4) FULL LAUNCH (PUBLIC)
From this stage on we are officially launched, congratulations!
The priorities will be managing emissions, treasury and purchasing treasury
insurance. We also have to decide periodically the limit for each asset and LP for
bonding.
Conditions of the Bonds
● Vesting 7 days where you can claim and autostaking.
● 7-week lock up on unstaking.
● Claim Tax 5% and Unstake Tax 5% and Transfer Tax 10%
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Frog Nation Dollar

Website: https://frognationdao.money
Name: FROG USD
Ticker: $FUSD
Address: 0x75f57af0654fa43211315c8156637c2B15092cf5
This is project number 3 and the launch is scheduled for the end of January 2022,
visit frognationdao.money and start minting $FUSDnow.

Open Letter from Community
Financial Sovereignty is every Frogs right! This sentence is the soul of FUSD, the
stablecoin of Frog Nation DAO. As you already know, 2022 is the year of the
Frogs. The revolution starts now!
This message is for you crypto twitter: aren't you tired of Tether - suits printing
billions of digital dollars, without providing any transparency?
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Billions of fake dollars are flooding DeFi, our DeFi! Devaluing our tokens and
collective economic value. This madness has to stop now!
I can’t stand the fact that we still promote DeFi (DECENTRALISED finance fyi) as
a tool to achieve individual sovereignty, freedom while the industry's backbone is
built on a stablecoin issued by a centralized business worth 80 billion dollars and
controlled by suits. 80 billion dollars!
These are our billions, let's take back the stablecoin market and let's start this
collective movement to short USDT! We have created the ideal and ingenious
solution to eat 10% of Tethers market cap by the end of February (you sure about
that?), and then replace it entirely.
Listen carefully as we are giving you the opportunity to earn up to 10% on your
stablecoin and help Frog Nation dominate DeFi.
Our protocol uses USDT and centralized stablecoins (such as USDC and DAI) as
collateral to print Frog USD, in exchange you receive the same amount of dollars
in FUSD, plus a bonus percentage.
There are 2 concepts you need to understand in order to be ready to take the green
pill:
1) every stablecoin in the world must have a reserve for the peg.
2) this reserve must be public and verifiable by the people
This is a bet against Tether and a bet we will win. We bet that Tethers are not fully
backed by reserves. Tether and the other mainstream companies do not provide the
transparency required to have our trust. They "say" they have the reserve, but it is
not verifiable. Everytime we hear: “Tether has printed 1 billion USDT” a question
arises. Are those printed billions really backed by anything?
For us, the answer is simple: NO!
This will be the secret of our success: FUSD will always be printed using USDT in
1:1 ratio overseen by a Chainlink oracle.
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As long as USDT is worth $1 for arbitrage, we will be happy to take it as
collateral, and sell it immediately to buy decentralized stablecoins like MIM and
UST and FRAX. Plus you'll earn a bonus in stablecoin by minting Frog USD!
Our goal is simple: to sell as many centralized stablecoins as possible, before they
lose their peg. When the peg is broken, we will have pocketed a slice of the market
cap to dominate DeFi.
We have also prepared a technical video for those who want to learn more about
tokenomics and the functioning of Frog USD, you will enjoy watching it for sure!

That's all, 2022 is the year of the Frogs and it starts in the best way.
Join the #FrogUSD movement and start minting the Decentralized Stablecoin now,
for Frogs by Frogs.
Wag Me To The Sun, Together We Are One!
Walt_Crypto
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Frog Nation Dollar Tokenomics:
●
●
●
●

Pre-minted: 0 FUSD
Team allocation: 0 FUSD
Liquidity allocation: 0 FUSD
VCs allocation: fuck the suits

Taxes and Bonuses:
● Mint tax: 0% forever
● Mint bonus: 1 to 10%
○ vested from 6 to 12 months depending on the percentage of bonus
● Burn tax: 2 to 20%
○ 5% is used to buy $FRG and deposit it into the $sFRG staking
contract, creating more yield for the holders.
○ 5% is added to the allocation of the DAO team and also used in an
unpeg emergency event.
The only way to create FUSD is by depositing a collateral, in exchange the
contract prints you FUSD on the spot in a 1:1 ratio, by querying the chainlink
oracle.
If the collateral is USDT and the chainlink oracle states that the price is $1.05 and
the price of FUSD is $1, you will receive more FUSD, and vice versa.
It is important to monitor the reserve of FUSD available for mint and receive these
bonuses, note that the issuance is managed by a multisign contract.
The FUSD mints are immediately available in your wallet and you can use them
like any stablecoin: buy other crypto, as collateral in accepted exchanges, send
them to another wallet, or even better, deposit them in our LP Pools for yield
farming.
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You will also receive a bonus in FUSD which varies from 1 to 10%, depending on
the available reserve. This bonus is not available immediately, but is locked for a
defined period at the time of mint.
Think of this bonus as stablecoin farming paid in stablecoin. When the locking
period is over, you can claim the extra FUSD.

Where does the bonus come from?
When you make a deposit and mint FUSD, the DAO takes care of immediately
selling them the centralized stable coins (short) and buying decentralized
stablecoins (long).
The next step is to secure the funds through insurance and farm stablecoins around
DeFi, in the company of talented advisors and industry experts, the frog farmers.
A simple case is to sell USDT for UST and earn 20% on Anchor Protocol.
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10% is the least we can yield on the farm!
Basically Frog Nation DAO anticipates the yields to you and saves you time and
unnecessary stress.
For this we invite you to follow the 3 steps of the perfect Frog:
1. Sell all your crypto for USDT or USDC or DAI.
2. Convert your stable to FUSD at and secure yourself the yield Bonus.
3. Buy back the cryptocurrencies you sold in step one.

Useful links:
● Audit Report
● GitHub
● GitBook
● Discord
● Twitter
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veNFT

Website: https://venft.farm
Name: veNFT
Ticker: $veNFT
Address:
This is project number 4 and the launch is scheduled for the end of January 2022,
visit venft.farm and participate in shared yields farming strategies.
Best definition of this product is Liquidity Provider & Boosted Farm Engine!
Liquidity in the DeFi ecosystem is extremely valuable and potentially the most
scarce asset in the whole space. In fact, protocols offer millions of dollars in bribes
to liquidity providers every week.
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So by taking hold of this resource, the resulting benefits will be unlimited over
time.
This is genius, literally the perfect opportunity for small frogs with very limited
investment capital, because the greatest return is obtained by purchasing 1 NFTs at
a time, accumulating rewards to buy new ones.
We will discuss the business model and how the benefits are unlimited while the
risks to investors are 0%. First let's see what veNFT is.

Introduction
veNFT represents the vested version of NFT, it is based on Curve's veCRV
contracts. The core objective is to switch from an intensive farming token model to
a demand & supply token which derives its value from the revenue captured by the
protocol. veNFT holders gain access to protocol economic-power to vote and boost
and farm LPs.
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How does it work

There are 2 sources of income:
First
● Mint 1 NFT for the price of 10 FTM and earn up to 5 FTM back on
subsequent mint.
Second
● lock your NFT for 2 weeks up to 2 years, to collect weekly yields from
○ boosted farm strategies collected on the Revenue Sharing Vault
○ bribes from other protocols.
To read Specifications visit https://frog-nation-dao.gitbook.io/venft/
When you lock your NFT you get veNFT with 1:1 ratio.
veNFT is non-transferable, so we decided to distribute the rewards / epoch. Each
epoch will last 24 hours. To be eligible, you need to hold veNFT in your wallet
before the end of an epoch. If you don't claim your rewards, they accumulate in the
vault.
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Which NFTs can I lock
Only NFTs from the "Frog Farmers NFTs" collection made by Frog Nation DAO
are accepted.
Name: NFT
Ticker: $NFT
Address:
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This collection consists of 100,000,000 identical NFTs with a resolution of 5K.

You can mint the NFTs directly from the website homepage at venft.farm

veNFT Tokenomics
●
●
●
●

Mint Price: 20 $FTM
Mint Reward: 50%
Farm Allocation: 40%
Team Allocation: 10%

The thing to know about this model is that your 10 $FTM investment comes back
to you in the form of a 50% discount, plus daily yield farming rewards for lifetime,
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from the Revenue Sharing Vault, proportional to the number of veNFT you own
during each epoch.
To summarize:
●
●
●
●
●

You invest 20 $FTM
You receive 1 NFT
You receive up to 10 $FTM
You lock you NFT to get veNFT
You receive yield farming rewards every day

Benefits for 69420 Frogs NFTs
If you own at least 1 Frog NFT in your wallet you will receive a fix discount of 2%
on the total price.

Is this model sustainable?
Yes.

How?
This protocol is self sufficient and does not require you invite third parties, the only
incentive is the recurring passive earnings that you can receive by accumulating
veNFT, and to accumulate them you need NFT, and when someone mint an NFT
you pocket free money in the form of FTM token.

Ponzieconomics of veNFT
As said at the beginning veNFT represents the vested version of NFT, and with
veNFT you get yield farming rewards every week, from the Revenue Sharing
Vault.
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How it work:
1. 40% from the sale of the NFTs goes
directly to the Farming Treasury
2. A percentage is used for the purchase of
$Spirit and locks in $inSpirit with max
vested time, this gives Frog Nation DAO
the following benefits:
a. Farm Boost Rewards: by holding
inSPIRIT we get boosted SPIRIT
farming rewards.
b. Voting Power: 1 inSPIRIT = 1 Vote
for favorite LPs
c. For more info about spirit read the
SpiritSwap documentation here
3. Then we use the other part of the funds
from Farming Treasury to create the LP
we voted for on SpiritSwap
4. We do Boost Yield Farming of the LP we
have voted and provided (see image on the side).
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Advantage for veNFT Holders
veNFT holders get access to lifetime Yield Farms Rewards. You will be able to
Claim your Yields every day!
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In a very short time other DeFi Protocols will notice how we have enough inSpirit
vote power to boost LPs, and they will try to bribe us, but they can't.
The only thing protocols can do is to buy A LOT OF NFTs to participate in the
voting system.
It is our opinion that this will cause a constant migration of users, from the classic
mercenary protocols of Bosted Farms, to our innovative veNFT protocol which
rewards small investors, precisely small frogs.
Classic mercenary protocols bribe with their (useless) tokens and in return gain
power over your valuable LPs.
With the veNFT model this is not possible, we do not accept governance tokens
and we do not accept bribes, the only way is to buy NFT and pay in $FTM, the
native currency of Fantom Chain.
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This paradigm shift will not be relevant at the beginning, but once a turnover of 10
million is reached (of which 50% goes back to individual investors!), the protocols
will have no other way than to join forces with us.

Whitelisted token on the Shared Vault
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

WFTM: 0x21be370d5312f44cb42ce377bc9b8a0cef1a4c83
SPELL: 0x468003b688943977e6130f4f68f23aad939a1040
SPIRIT: 0x5cc61a78f164885776aa610fb0fe1257df78e59b
BEETS: 0xf24bcf4d1e507740041c9cfd2dddb29585adce1e
TETU: 0x65c9d9d080714cda7b5d58989dc27f897f165179
CREDIT: 0x77128dfdd0ac859b33f44050c6fa272f34872b5e
LINSPIRIT: 0xc5713b6a0f26bf0fdc1c52b90cd184d950be515c
PILLS: 0xb66b5d38e183de42f21e92abcaf3c712dd5d6286
BOO: 0x841fad6eae12c286d1fd18d1d525dffa75c7effe

Disclaimer:
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Walt_Crypto and veNFT protocol itself has confirmed that it will buy 10,000 NFTs
for a value of $100,000, NFTs.
veNFT protocol itself will constantly invest in the mint of NFTs, and lock them to
get voting power through veNFT. The yield farming rewards will then be
distributed to the Vault itself, to maximize the earnings of the veNFT holders.
ThePond also will invest a portion of the treasury to buy and lock veNFT to earn
recurring passive income. Will also provides LPs in treasury as liquidity provider,
for the boosted farms.

Useful links:
● GitHub
● GitBook
● Discord
● Twitter
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FrogMap 2022
$FRG Token
● Smart Contract (done)
● Front-End (done)
● Staking (done)
● Multichain (--)
● http://frognationdao.money

69420 Frogs NFT
● Collection of 69420 PFPs (done)
● Website app (done)
● Smart contract (done)
● Self Audit (done)
● Launch (done)
● https://69420frogs.com/

The Pond DAO
● Smart Contract fork (done)
● New Front-End (done)
● Testing (done)
● Audit (done)
● WL2 Launch (March 1 2022)
● Public Launch (March 6 2022)
● Multichain (--)
● http://thepond.finance/
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Frog USD
● Smart Contract (done)
● Front-End (done)
● Testing (done)
● Self Audit (done)
● Launch (February 20 2022)
● Multichain (--)
● http://frognationdao.money
veNFT
● Smart Contract (done)
● Front-End (done)
● Testing (done)
● Self Audit (done)
● Launch (February 1 2022)
● http://venft.farm/
Lending P2P
● Smart Contract (--)
● Front-End (--)
● Testing (--)
● Self Audit (--)
● Launch (--)
● http://venft.farm/
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Conclusion
All the information in this document is not financial advice, your utmost attention
is required before participating, VCs can go to hell, if you are a third world citizen
know that we work for you!
Multi-signatories
Walt
0x2B1159B830F992E4Ac98CcBF465d8cB6212A1680
Plink
0x0332E604E20f9b12c41D99001E9F23f61B32ff1D
Koji
0xF5132876D9Aa7D4689733C16A87204D08475EB46
Frog Capital
0x301Ace2E140FaD2333d58Ee87bE8A61244577Cf4
Frog Foundation
0x77c9E5C42780fBde5E8396e7b2819Af14E80E674
Fantom
Gnosis Safe: 0x7Ea6E87789C40084030b2289C89fdA723Bd91117
https://ftmscan.com/tx/0x49697bdbc50eadf4c7d2f5a87d8ec32b619dafa4d3a73bc3
c28513c565b4372f

Ethereum
Gnosis Safe: 0x7E94008082f2e8D23B870f75F322e07E1ceD0cdb
https://etherscan.io/tx/0x765a0d789327c18fb107bc7e01460c69a66fb2d20296916e
85e33f882b9c98a5

For information and support, contact the Frog Nation DAO community on Discord.
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